Center of Excellence
Managed Services

Office 365 and SharePoint Center of
Excellence Managed Services
An organization cannot simply deploy software and expect Digital Transformation to
happen. It takes accelerating broader business activities, processes, competencies,
and models to fully leverage digital technologies. It takes challenging business leaders
to harness technology to shape their specific destiny. It’s a living process that shifts
throughout the journey.

88%

rely on third-party providers for at least one component
of their transformation*

Thrive’s Office 365 Center of Excellence (CoE) managed service solution leverages
the digital tools at your disposal – including Microsoft Teams, Project Online, Planner,
SharePoint, OneDrive, Exchange, PowerBI, Flow, Yammer, and PowerApps – to help you
achieve your business goals.
We begin with your digital strategy - its security, governance and architecture, and then
tactically deliver the appropriate training, administration, and support, repeating the
process as business needs evolve and/or new technologies emerge. Each pillar has
clear interdependencies, and, at the center, our unique approach to communication and
collaboration brings it all together.

Our CoE at Work
“Having worked with Thrive previously, I
knew they’d be exactly what we needed
as an extension of our IT department.
They worked directly with users to
get SharePoint and Office 365 up and
running in a way that the users buy into
it, allowing them to garner the most
value.
Now, we are using ongoing managed
services, so we don’t have to worry
about support of the platform going
forward. The Thrive team proactively
proposes new ideas and best practices
that can be seamlessly implemented,
while also customized to our particular
needs. They tackle each challenge and
opportunity and are always ready to
support the rapid growth and continuous
changes of our company.”
~ Emily Donlon, IT Director, Casebia Therapeutics

At Thrive, we enable digital tools for digital workspaces. We do this through Professional
Services and Center of Excellence Managed Services delivered by 100% US-based
consultants using proactive, strategic, and people-focused methods of Digital
Transformation.

Take the Next Step
To learn more about how Thrive
can help your business, please
visit thrivenextgen.com
*Source: Enterprise CIO, June 2017
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